Tracing the Therapeutic Process of Targeted Aptamer/Drug Conjugate on Cancer Cells by Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering Spectroscopy.
Targeted delivery of chemotherapeutic agents to pathology areas can improve drug efficiency and reduce serious side effects on normal regions. However, their treatment mechanism on cells or cell nuclei is still mysterious due to the lack of in situ characterization methods. In this paper, the specific diagnosis and treatment processes of a targeted antitumor agent (doxorubicin, Dox) functionalized aptamer complex (TLS11a-GC-Dox) toward HepG2 cells, a human hepatocellular carcinoma cell line, were tracked in real time by the surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopic technique and dark-field imaging with the assistance of gold nanorod-based nuclear targeted probes, which possess remarkable SERS enhancement ability, specific targeting, and excellent biological compatibility. This is the first time to explore the acting mechanism of an aptamer-based targeted drug on cell nucleus based on the spectral information on components inside the cell nucleus. The results demonstrate that this aptamer/drug conjugate has targeting and sustained-release actions and its therapeutic effect is achieved by the gradual damage of relevant proteins and DNA in nuclei. Better understanding of the mechanism of aptamer-drug conjugates acting on cancer cells is conductive to increasing cancer therapy efficiency and is also helpful for the design of highly effective drug delivery methods.